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Batten  String Damper Installation
For 3X3 Headstocks AP 6720-003 

 Remove all strings
 Choose which set of tuner washers you want to replace (closet to     

nut or middle set) If choosing the middle set, make sure the damper 
arm will reach just behind the first fret wire, otherwise use the set 
closer to the nut.

 Use a crescent or socket wrench to loosen the tuner nuts
 Remove the tuner nuts and then remove the washers under them.
 Insert the damper over the tuners and then replace the washers 

on top of the damper’s metal base and tighten the tuner nuts on top 
of the washers.

Ideally you want the damper felt to cover the first fret spacing.
Make sure the damper head is centered on the headstock so there 

is the same amount of damper head material overlapping either side 
of your neck

Peel off the protective coating of the double sided sticky tape on 
the damper head. Place the damper felt centered on the strings and 
push down on the damper head to attach it to the felt.

Replace the strings and tune up.
If you have trouble closing the lid on your guitar case, remove the 

damper head, put the thumb screw in the screw hole in the arm, and 
put the head aside and reattach at your destination.

You can flip the damper down quickly with either hand and flip it up 
with the left hand thumb. Push on the black damper head material 
and not the felt.

You can adjust arm tension with the 7/64th allen wrench provided.
 Consider adding All Parts 4 allen wrench holder to the back of 

your headstock. Part# AP 0647-023 www.allparts.com

**Caution:  if you use the thumbscrew to adjust the length of 
the damper arm, do NOT over tighten.
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